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Abstract
In this talk, based on the work [1], we refine our previous analysis [2] of the sen-
sitivity to leptonic CP violation and θ13 at a neutrino factory in the LMA-MSW
scenario, by exploring the full range of these two parameters. We have discovered
that there exist, at fixed neutrino energy, Eν , and baseline, L, degenerate solutions.
Although the spectral analysis helps in disentangling fake from true solutions, a
leftover product of this degeneracy remains for a realistic detector, which we anal-
yse. Furthermore, we take into account the expected uncertainties on the solar and
atmospheric oscillation parameters and in the average Earth matter density along
the neutrino path. An intermediate baseline of O(3000) km is still the best option
to tackle CP violation, although a combination of two baselines turns out to be
very important in resolving degeneracies. This summary is based on a talk given at
NUFACT01, May 2001, Tsukuba (Japan).
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Sensitivity to CP violation in the LMA-MSW scenario. The main chal-
lenge of the neutrino factory [3,4] is to measure simultaneously the CP violating
phase, δ, [2,5–7] and θ13 if the solution to the solar neutrino problem is the LMA-
MSW scenario [8,9]. The best way to determine these two parameters is through
the subleading transitions νe → νµ and ν¯e → ν¯µ by searching for wrong–sign muons
[4,6] for both polarities of the beam, i.e. µ+ and µ− respectively. Since there are
two small parameters, θ13 and ∆m
2
12, (if it is compared with all the relevant energy
scales at terrestial distances), a convenient and precise approximation is obtained
by expanding to second order in them. Defining ∆ij ≡ ∆m
2
ij
2E
, the result is (details of
the calculation can be found in [2]):
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where L is the baseline, B˜∓ ≡ |A ∓∆13| and the matter parameter, A, is given in
terms of the average electron number density, ne(L), as A ≡
√
2GF ne(L), where the
L-dependence will be taken from [10] and J˜ is defined as J˜ ≡ cos θ13 sin 2θ13 sin 2θ23 sin 2θ12.
In the following we will denote by atmospheric, P atmν(ν¯) , solar, P
sol, and interference
term, P interν(ν¯) , the three terms in eqs. (1). It is easy to show that |P interν(ν¯) | ≤ P atmν(ν¯)+P sol,
implying two very different regimes. When θ13 is relatively large or ∆m
2
12 small, the
probability is dominated by the atmospheric term, since P atmν(ν¯) ≫ P sol. We will refer
to this situation as the atmospheric regime. Conversely, when θ13 is very small or
∆m212 large, the solar term dominates P
sol ≫ P atmν(ν¯) . This is the solar regime. It
is essential then to understand whether the correlation between δ and θ13 can be
resolved in such a way CP violation is measurable in both regimes.
Simultaneous determination of δ and θ13. The first question now is if by mea-
suring Pνeνµ and Pν¯eν¯µ, it is posible to determine unambigously δ and θ13 at fixed
neutrino energy, Eν , and baseline, L. The answer is no, because at fixed Eν and L
there exist degenerate solutions for (θ13, δ) which give the same probabilities than
some central values chosen by nature (θ¯13, δ¯). We have performed simultaneous χ
2
fits of the parameters δ and θ13 for three reference baselines L = 732 km, 2810 km
and 7332 km, as well as for various combinations of them. Realistic efficiencies and
backgrounds have been included for a 40 Kton magnetized iron detector [11]. We
have considered a muon beam of 50 GeV (five energy bins of 10 GeV) providing 1021
useful µ+ and µ− decays, which is our working setup in the present work, as it was
in [2]. Our detector has very low efficiencies for neutrino energies below 10 GeV.
All the results that we show correspond to central values of the parameters in the
LMA-MSW scenario: ∆m212 = 10
−4 eV2, ∆m223 = 3× 10−3 eV2 and θ12 = θ23 = 45◦,
except in Fig. 4, where the full range of ∆m212 is considered. Degenerate solutions
are clearly seen in our fits even if they include several bins in energy.
Atmospheric regime. In Figs. 1 we show the 68.5%, 90% and 99% contours result-
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ing from the fits for L = 2810 km, for four central values of δ¯ = −90◦, 0◦, 90◦, 180◦
and for θ¯13 = 2
◦ (left) and θ¯13 = 8
◦ (right). The energy dependence of the signals is
not significant enough (with our setup) to resolve the expected two-fold degeneracy
at the optimal baseline.
Solar regime. Figs. 2 depict the analogous to Figs. 1 for two cases: θ¯13 = 0.3
◦ (left)
and θ¯13 = 0.6
◦ (right). In the solar regime, at fixed Eν and L, there exist a θ¯13 = 0
(and any δ¯) mimicking solution. Consider for instance the case θ¯13 = 0.3
◦ (left): the
degenerate images of the four points chosen appear grouped at the right/lower side
of the figure. These are the solutions that mimic θ13 = 0. Note that at θ¯13 = 0.3,
the sensitivity to CP is already lost for δ¯ = −90◦.
New analysis: inclusion of expected errors on oscillation parameters and
matter density. Recent analysis of the expected uncertainty in the knowledge of
the atmospheric parameters at the neutrino factory indicate a ∼ 1% uncertainty in
∆m223 and sin
2 2θ23 [12]
3 . For the solar parameters in the LMA-MSW regime we
include the results of the analyses of the Kamland reach [13]: 2% error in ∆m212 and
±0.04 in sin2 2θ12, for maximal θ12, both at 1σ. For the uncertainty on the matter
parameter, A, we could not find any estimate in the literature. The dispersion of the
different models of the Earth density profile [14] indicates an uncertainty of 1–2%
for trajectories which do not cross the core, although we consider a range between
1–10% for illustration. The most important effects result from the uncertainty in θ23
and in the matter parameter A (once ∆m212 and sin
2 2θ12 are assumed to be known
from Kamland as discussed above), with the former affecting mainly the measure-
ment of θ13 and the latter the sensitivity to δ. In Fig. 3 (left) we show the results
from the fits for δ¯ = 90◦ and −90◦ at L = 2810 km, including all errors (with an error
in the matter parameter of 1%) compared (right) with the situation in which only
the error on the atmospheric angle θ23 is included. The two graphics in this figure
are almost identical, showing that the dominant error is that of θ23. The uncertainty
in A is more relevant for the determination of δ, although if this error is controlled
at the percent level the effect is negligible. Finally, it is interesting to understand
how much of the LMA-MSW range can be covered in the discovery of CP violation.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 with a rough exclusion plot. For the hypothetical nature
values δ¯ = 90◦ and the best combination of baselines, L = 2810 + 7332 km, the line
corresponds to the minimum value of ∆m212 at which the 99%CL error on the phase
reaches 90◦ degrees, and is thus indistinguishable from 0◦ or 180◦ (i.e. no CP viola-
tion). All errors on the parameters have been included. With this definition, there
is sensitivity to CP violation for θ13 > few tenths of degree and ∆m
2
12 > 3 × 10−4
eV2.
Conclusions. At the hypothetical time of the neutrino factory, the value of the
parameters θ13 and δ may be still unknown and will have to be simultaneously mea-
sured. A relevant problem unearthed is the generic existence, at a given (anti)neutrino
energy and fixed baseline, of a second value of the set (θ13, δ) which gives the same
3 Although these analyses have been done for the SMA-MSW solution or assuming that
the solar parameters are known, we will assume that in the LMA-MSW scenario the errors
on the solar parameters or in the matter term do not change this result.
3
oscillation probabilities for neutrinos and antineutrinos than the true value chosen
by nature. These degeneracies can dissappear if there exist a significant energy or
baseline dependence, but the former, with our statistics and including realistic ef-
ficiencies and backgrounds in our spectral analysis, is not strong enough to resolve
degeneracies at an optimal baseline. We have performed simultaneous fits for the
combination of any two baselines in the atmospheric regime. In Fig. 5 we show the
result for the best combination of baselines in the atmospheric regime. While the
two-fold degeneracy dissappear completely in the combination of the larger base-
line with the two shorter ones, it does not disappear in the combination of the two
shorter baselines. In the solar regime, as in the atmospheric one, the degeneracies are
nicely resolved in the combination of the intermediate and long baselines. We have
also found that degenerate solutions do not exist increasing our statistics by a factor
five at the intermediate baseline with our setup. If realistic detectors with a lower
detection threshold are feasible [15], the situation can be easier with just one base-
line. Furthermore, we have included in the analysis the expected uncertainty on the
knowledge of the rest of the oscillation parameters (sin2 θ23, ∆m
2
23, sin
2 θ12, ∆m
2
12)
and on the Earth electron density. Noticeable changes result from the error on θ23,
which affects mainly the uncertainty in θ13, and from the uncertainty on the Earth
matter profile, which affects mainly the extraction of δ. In Fig. 6 we show the re-
sults for the best combination of baselines when all errors have been included. The
resolution of the degeneracies discussed before is still achieved, but the contours
have become sizeably larger. The overall conclusion is that the optimal distance
for studying CP-violation effects with neutrino energies of few dozens of GeV is
still of O(3000) km, although the combination of two baselines, one of which being
preferably a very long one, is very important in resolving degeneracies.
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Fig. 1. Simultaneous fits of δ and θ13 at L = 2810 km for different central values of δ¯ and
θ¯13 = 2
◦ (left), 8◦ (right)(atmospheric regime). The value of δ¯ for the degenerate solutions
is also indicated.
Fig. 2. The same as Fig. 1 for θ¯13 = 0.3
◦ (left), 0.6◦ (right)(solar regime).
Fig. 3. Fits of δ and θ13 at L = 2810 km including all the errors on the remaining
parameters (left plot) with ∆A/A = 1% and including only the error on θ23 (right plot).
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Fig. 4. Sensitivity reach for CP violation as defined in the text on the plane (∆m212, θ¯13)
for the combination of baselines L = 2810 and 7332 km. All errors are included.
Fig. 5. Fits of δ and θ13 at the best combination of baselines (atmospheric regime)
Fig. 6. The same as Fig. 5 with all the errors on the remaining parameters included
(∆A/A = 1%).
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